The selecting of our imagery is a significant component of our work. We had an idea of what we were looking for: stormy seas; a beacon of hope that both guides people and shines a light on them as an individual; and a horizon that looks more calm than the present. We looked around at available art but nothing spoke to us. We are grateful to have identified a local artist within our network family who created this custom piece for us. Her amazing spirit shines through the wonderful image you’ll see on our materials and throughout the Summit.

About the artist:
Hazel Jensen is 12 years old; she attends Camel’s Hump Middle School in Richmond, Vermont where she is currently in the seventh grade. She is an artist at heart. She likes to believe that she adds beauty in the world through her acting and singing, her artwork, and her kindness towards others.

“The world needs seven billion acts of life-changing kindness. When I type the word ‘billion’, the next suggested word in Google should no longer be ‘dollars‘ as it was when I typed this.” - Hazel Jensen